**WEST CAMPUS UPDATE: 11/11/2017 - 11/17/2017**

**BASS BIOLOGY BUILDING & REGIONAL LOADING DOCK**

- Expect hot rubber waterproofing odor in the area.
- 4 story canopy work continues around building perimeter.
- Interior rough-in work continues.

**Work Hours:** M-F 4am - 3:30pm  
**Project Contacts:**  
Peter Wong, Project Engineer, pkowong@stanford.edu  
Stephen Pond, Project Manager, spond@stanford.edu

**DENNING HOUSE**

- Concrete pour 11/13.  
- Wall framing ongoing.

**Work Hours:** 8am - 4pm  
**Project Contacts:**  
Maggie Burgett, Project Manager, burgett@stanford.edu

**BIOMEDICAL INNOVATIONS BUILDING 1 (BMI)**

- Mass excavation continues periodically. Trucks will enter the site via Governor's Lane & exit via Kaplan Drive to North Pasteur and through the new Stanford Hospital site to Sand Hill Rd.
- Lagging of building continues, tie-back installation begins.
- Tunnel work continues with backfill, landscaping & steam install.
- Water line relocation behind MSLS & storm drain work near CCSR continues.
- Electrical & communication work continues.
- Shotcrete test panel construction begins.
- Winterization of site continues.

**Work Hours:**  
Days: 7am - 4pm  
Nights: 10pm - 9am  
**Project Contacts:**  
Nic Durham, Project Engineer, ndurham@stanford.edu  
Bijendra Sewak, Project Manager, bsewak@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

**HEADS UP is produced by**  
Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.
A NEW STANFORD INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH COMPLEX: FUTURE HOME OF THE NEUROSCIENCES INSTITUTE & CHEM-H

- Structural steel continues until mid-December.
- Layout of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing inserts continues in preparation for the first slab on metal deck pour end of November.
- Tunnel construction continues in Campus Drive. Please expect delays at the Via Ortega and Campus Dr intersection, and obey traffic control persons.
- Tunnel excavation in the SOM lawn area continues.
- Weekend work is anticipated on-site.

Work Hours: 6am - 3:30pm
Project Contacts:
Stacey Yuen, Project Engineer, syuen23@stanford.edu
Maggie Burgett, Project Manager, burgett@stanford.edu

CENTER FOR ACADEMIC MEDICINE

- Re-route of chilled water trench and layout of piping is complete, prior to re-reroute tie-in, approx 25,000 Gal of water inside of pipe, used for pressure testing, will be discharged to the Arboretum in a controlled manner.
- Chilled water shutdown for re-route tie-in is scheduled for this Friday from 5pm to Saturday 6am and will impact the Psych Building (401 Quarry Rd).
- Storm drain re-route work will commence soon and construction fence line will move out to it's final position on Thursday.

Work Hours: 6am - 4pm
Project Contact:
Paul Forti, Project Manager, pforti@stanford.edu

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY SITE RESTORATION

- Landscaping and irrigation.
- Asphalt path demo and patch paving.
- Expect intermittent noise, vibration, and dust throughout the day.
- Please follow posted pedestrian detour signage.

Work Hours: 7am - 3:30pm
Project Contact:
David Kirk, Project Manager, dgkirk@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by

Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.